Eye Publishing, Moscow
We are young publishing house, working with great
enthusiasm and pleasure. We publish ﬁction, non-ﬁction
and educational books for children under 7 years old. We
have 18 books at the moment, they are:

Foreign rights catalog 2017

— 4 interactive early learning carboard books for age 3-6
— 2 ﬁction picture books, based on real life natural
phenomenon for age 3-6
— 3 books about diﬀerent climate zones, animals and
plants can be found there for age 3-6
— 3 educational books about road rules, counting and
geometry for age 3-6
— 6 small cardboard picture books for 1 year olds. Books
are of small size, can be held by children by themselves.
Help to activate love for reading, develops ﬁne motor
skills and aestetic taste.

INTERACTIVE
Color bunch before lunch

Original title: Цвет, привет!
Author: Marina Loghkina
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: interactive education
Format: boardbook
ISBN: 978-5-905447-07-5
8 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

This is an interactive early learning book about the meaning
of colors in nature. Animals and ﬂowers will open their secrets and
show the amazing ability to change their colors. Moving parts of the
book will help to mix colors and let reader observe how a chameleon
changes its appearance, how a tomato goes from green to red and a
wild ﬂower loses its saturation.

Wow! They know how!

Original title: Мы тоже можем
Author and illustrator: Sara Goldﬁnger
Age: 3-6
Category: interactive education
Format: boardbook
ISBN: 978-5-905447-25-9
8 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2017

Animals and plants are very smart too! Look at the tree, which can
shoot its fetuses like a bullets, see tiny creatures that can glow in the
dark, watch an elephant bathing itself with the help of its trunk. Did
you know squids can jump out of the water and ﬂy? This interactive
book with moving parts will tell an amazing story about what
incredible things animals and plants know how to do.
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INTERACTIVE
Energetic ariphmetic

Neverending stories

Original title: Хочешь узнать
как складывать и вычитать?
Author and illustrator: Sara Goldﬁnger
Age: 3-6
Category: interactive education
Format: boardbook
ISBN: 978-5-905447-24-2
8 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2017

Want to learn arithmetics easily? Want to have fun? This interactive
book is perfectly made for that. With the help of moving parts of the
book young reader will add, subtract and compare numbers and
quantities of things. Book oﬀers diﬀerent levels of exercises, some are
easy and some are more compicated.

Original title: Бесконечные истории
Author: Nadeghda Sivina
Illustrator: Julia Pilipchatina
Age: 3-6
Category: interactive education
Format: boardbook
ISBN: 978-5-905447-02-0
7 spreads
166x166 mm
Pub. date: sept 2012

This book is about life circles of 8 natural objects. Each page contains
rotating circle, which illustrates life stages of a butterﬂy, lady-bug,
mushroom, chicken, jelly-ﬁsh, tulip, sea-ﬁsh, frog and a bean. Short
verses invite the reader to investigate the wonder of neverending life
circles.
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FICTION

The ugliest anglerﬁsh ever

Original title: Cамый некрасивый
удильщик к в мире
Author: Kate Reed
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: ﬁction
Format: hardcover
ISBN: 978-5-905447-03-7
42 pages
215x280mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

This is the story of an exceptionally ugly anglerﬁsh, who lives
a lonely life at the bottom of the deepest ocean.
One day he travels up to meet the new world of light and other
ﬁsh — just to ﬁnd out that nobody wants to be friends with him.
His ugliness becomes the top joke of the day. However the ﬁsh will
soon learn, to their big surprise, that the angler has some extraordinary skills, which they need, very much indeed.

Elephant’s eleven dreams

Original title: Cаннани и его сны
Author: Kate Reed
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: ﬁction
Format: hardcover
ISBN: 978-5-905447-26-6
60 pages
215x280mm
Pub. date: sept 2017

This story based on a real natural phenomenon of desert elephants,
living at the Skeleton coast in the biggest desert on earth — Namib.
Travelling through the desert elephant survives severe natural
conditions and meets several extraordinary creatures, which inspire
him to became stronger, wiser and resilient. They are: endemic
black bug, gecko, Faidherbia albida tree, chacma baboon, broken
steamship Eduard Bohlen ﬁlled with sand, Welwitschia plant,
african viper, Roaring dunes and others. Each of them shows some
unusual skills and helps an elephant to enterprete one of his
dreams. But the last eleventh dream still remains a mystery.
The riddle being unraveled when he meets his family — phenomenal desert elephants of Skeleton coast.
Book provided with real map of featured part of Namib desert and
non-ﬁctional comments about real life animals, object and plants,
mentioned in the story.

NON-FICTION
Forest. Seasons

Original title: Лес. Времена года
Author: Anna Verkina
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, cognitive
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-04-4
12 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

In this beautifully illustrated board book the forest will open its
secrets: see how the change of seasons brings new life to its inhabitants. The reader will learn how the birds ﬁnd the food during the
winter, why woodpeckers drum their melodies, how the bear manages to sleep for so long and much more.

Jungle
Original title: Джунгли
Author: Anna Verkina
Illustrator: Irina Troitskaya
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, cognitive
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-06-8
13 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

Jungle is a home for many extraordinary creatures. The biggest
snake and largest butterﬂy can be found here. Meet the rare and
exotic inhabitants of the jungle. Learn their secrets and get an
answer to the questions about their unusual behavior. Why sloths
are so slow? Why anteater has such a long claws? Why everybody
is afraid of the little yellow frog?

African Savanna
Original title: Африканская саванна
Author: Anna Verkina
Illustrator: Anna Goshko
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, cognitive
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-05-1
13 spreads
165x220mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

Beautifullly llustrated list of savannah inhabitants and some examples of their connection. How baboons can help zebras? Why do
giraﬀes have such a long necks? Where do gnu and zebras run? Who
is the only animal not afraid of hippopotamus? Why birds and
rhinoceros are friends? Meet the inhabitants of African savannah:
amazing mammals, birds and plants.

EDUCATIONAL
Road safety for kids

One, two three, four, ﬁve, to count I strive!

Original title: Правила дорожного
движения для детей
Author: Tatiana Usova
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, educational
Format: hardcover
ISBN: 978-5-905447-10-5
42 pages
200x200mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

Early learning book about traﬃc safety rules in the city. Young readers will learn how to cross the road properly, how to use the public
transport safely and will memorize the meaning of road signs and
markings. Coloring exercises are designed to boost their attention
and help to memorize key traﬃc elements.
https://www.instagram.com/p/BK81mfYAAah — crossing the street
excercise
videohttps://ww.instagram.com/p/BK80pTLgwEm —
coloring exercises video

Original title: Раз, два, три, четыре,
пять, я учусь считать!
Author: Tatiana Usova
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, educational
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-08-2
7 spreads
150x150mm
Pub. date: sept 2014

This book will help to teach the kids the basics of numbers: how to
count to ten, what is “equal”, “more”, “less”, “even” and “odd”.
Lovely drawn animals help to memorize and understand the abstract
concept of numbers. Learning process is turned into a captivating
game. Young readers will learn how to show numbers with ﬁngers,
will develop power of observation, memory and logic thinking.

EARLY LEARNING
6 early learning books for 1 yo
The ugliest

Original title: Животные
Author and
Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
anglerﬁsh
ever
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-17-4
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

Original title: Слова
Author and Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-21-1
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

Original title: Числа
Author and Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-18-1
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

Original title: Цвета
Author and Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-19-8
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

Original title: Животные
Author and Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-20-4
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

Original title: Кто что ест
Author and Illustrator: Lala Vaganova
Age: 0-1
Category: non-ﬁction
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-22-8
5 spreads, 90x90mm, pub. date: sept 2014

EDUCATIONAL
Natural geometry

Original title: Геометрия в природе
Author: Nadeghda Sivina
Illustrator: Julia Novik
Age: 3-6
Category: non-ﬁction, cognitive
Format: cardboard
ISBN: 978-5-905447-01-3
6 spreads
166x166mm
Pub. date: sept 2012

This book is about simple geometrical forms found in nature.
Each spread is dedicated to one of geometrical form and
contains 4 sliders with additional illustrations. Analyze the
picture and ﬁnd more natural objects of one of the geometrical
forms.

Our books are based on nature observation, natural object
properties.Educating elements designed under Maria
Montessory and Julia Hippenreiter methods. Books combine information about nature, learning with game
elements and interaction. You can read them, watch and
play with them.
Children are talented, wise, observant, searching and
thankful readers. They are our teachers, сritics and advisers. Children always take part in books development, test
graphics and interactive elements. We hope our books will
help children and their parents to learn new and will
inspire to investigate our beautiful and endless world.

